LADLE AND GEARING REBUILD PROGRAM

Modern provides services to recondition existing gearings as well as complete ladle assembles.

PROGRAM BENEFITS

- Savings of up to 50% when compared to new
- Extend the life of your equipment
- Gear Boxes rebuilt using only OEM certified parts
- No waiting for parts for reassembly
- Fast turnaround
- 90 day warranty on repaired items

INSPECTION/REBUILD PROGRAM QUALIFICATIONS

For a nominal fee, Modern will visually inspect the gearbox and/or ladle assembly to determine the parts needing replacement. A proposal will be sent to the customer for the recommended repairs.

All Standard Manual Modern Gear Boxes sizes “A” – “F” Apply. Any broken castings, worm gears, or bent handwheel shafts will be additional cost.

For information and pricing call ladle sales (262-284-9431) or email LadleParts@Moderneq.com